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Figure 4.​ A random point (red point) is chosen within the circle (gray) defining the occurrence. The occurrence is 
then assigned to the cell the point belongs to (red square). Left: an occurrence 
(​https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/2235280677​) is totally contained in one of the cells of the reference grid. Center: 
An occurrence (​https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/1569856810​) spreads over multiple cells. Right: an occurrence 
(​https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/2235279067​) with small uncertainty spreads over two cells. 
The probability distribution is by definition uniform all over the circle so the probability that the 
random point falls in a specific cell is equal to the proportion of the circle’s area covered by the 
cell. Geometrically it can be demonstrated that no cell has a higher probability to get the 
occurrence assigned than that one containing the center. However, this doesn’t exclude the 
possibility that the occurrence would be assigned to another cell as shown in Figure. 4. 
Step 4. Aggregate occurrences  
Aggregating occurrences means ​counting​ how many occurrences of a specific taxon are in a 
specific cell and in a specific time interval. Using our example with occurrences of ​Reynoutria​, 
where we decided to produce an occurrence cube at species and year level using a reference grid 
at 1km resolution, we have to count how many occurrences of ​Reynoutria​ are there within each 
year, cell and species. As the occurrence cubes can be used as input for modelling and risk 
assessment, we store the smallest geographic coordinate uncertainty of the occurrences assigned 
to a certain cell as value as well. Using a tabular structure (typical of R ​data.frames​ or pandas 
DataFrames​), an occurrence cube would look like a table with as many columns as the sum of 
the number of dimensions (three) and the number of values (two). In Table 2 we show an excerpt 
from the example occurrence cube. 
As mentioned in Step 1, defining the taxonomic granularity of the occurrence cube implies that 
occurrences linked to a taxon can come from multiple taxa such as synonyms or taxa with lower 
rank. For this reason, it can be informative to provide a taxonomic compendium of the 
occurrence cube as shown in Table. 3. The full occurrence cube and the taxonomic compendium 
are available on GitHub: 
https://github.com/trias-project/occurrence-cube-paper/tree/9426a29dc6f080920509aa295bd49da
d0ea10d26/data/processed​. 
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Table 2.​ Tabular representation of the occurrence cube of ​Reynoutria​ in Belgium from 2000 to 2018. The first three 
columns represent the temporal, spatial and taxonomic dimensions respectively. Column ​year​ contains the year the 
occurrences took place, ​eea_cell_code​ the cell code from the EEA reference grid at 1km scale, ​speciesKey 
the GBIF identifier of the species (2889173: ​Reynoutria japonica​, 4038485: ​Reynoutria bohemica​, 2889088: 
Reynoutria sachalinensis​). Taxonomic-spatial-temporal triplets with no occurrences are omitted. 
year  eea_cell_code  speciesKey  n  min_coord_uncertainty 
2000  1kmE3809N3113  2889173  1  700 
2000  1kmE3809N3135  2889173  1  700 
...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
2006  1kmE3936N3071  2889173  1  49 
2006  1kmE3947N3132  2889088  1  700 
...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
2010  1kmE3883N3121  4038485  1  700 
2010  1kmE3884N3121  2889173  1  10 
...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
2014  1kmE3886N3121  2889173  51  10 
2014  1kmE3886N3122  2889173  109  10 
...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
2018  1kmE4047N3067  2889173  1  2828 
 
Table 3.​ Taxonomic compendium of the occurrence cube from GBIF occurrences of genus ​Reynoutria​, in Belgium 
from 2000 to 2018. As shown in column ​includes​, occurrences of a species can come from synonyms or 
infraspecific taxa, described by their GBIF taxon keys and scientific names. 
speciesKey  species  includes 
2889088  Reynoutria sachalinensis  5334293: Fallopia sachalinensis (Friedrich Schmidt Petrop.) Ro
Decraene 
2889088: Reynoutria sachalinensis Nakai 
2889173  Reynoutria japonica  5334357: Fallopia japonica (Houtt.) Ronse Decraene 
2889173: Reynoutria japonica Houtt. 
8361333: Fallopia compacta (Hook.fil.) G.H.Loos & P.Keil 
7128523: Fallopia japonica var. japonica 
4038485  Reynoutria bohemica  5652296: Fallopia bohemica (Chrtek & Chrtková) J.P.Bailey 
4038485: Reynoutria bohemica Chrtek & Chrtková 
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The occurrence cube 
The resulting occurrence cube can be projected on an orthogonal plane by aggregating along one 
of the three dimensions, as shown in Figure 5a. 
Figure 5.​ (A) The occurrence cube and its 
projections on the temporal/taxonomic 
plane (B), the taxonomic/spatial plane (C) 
and the temporal/spatial plane (D). (B) 
Number of occurrences (left) and number 
of 1x1km cells or ​area of occupancy 
(right) of ​Reynoutria bohemica​, ​R. 
japonica​ and ​R. sachalinensis​ per year. 
Both indicators can be seen as ways of 
projecting the occurrence cube on the 
temporal/taxonomic dimensions. (C) 
Projecting the occurrence cube along the 
taxonomic/spatial plane, thus getting a 
heatmap of the number of occurrences for 
each of the ​Reynoutria sp.​ in Belgium. 
The maps are zoomed for better 
readability. (D) Projecting the occurrence 
cube along the temporal/spatial plane, 
thus getting a heatmap of the number of 
occurrences of genus ​Reynoutria ​in 
Belgium for each year. The maps are 
zoomed for better readability. 
 
Aggregating along the spatial 
dimensions means projecting the 
cube on the taxonomic and 
temporal dimensions. Counting the 
number of occurrences we get the 
abundance, counting the number of 
occupied cells we get the area of 
occupancy as shown in Figure 5b. 
Aggregating along the temporal 
dimension means projecting the 
cube on the spatial and taxonomic 
dimensions. Based on our 
example, it means counting how 
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many occurrences of each species of ​Reynoutria​ are in each cell during the entire period 2000 - 
2018, as shown in Figure 5c. Similarly, aggregating along the taxonomic dimension, we project 
the cube on the spatial and temporal dimensions. We are then counting the number of 
occurrences of genus ​Reynoutria ​ per cell and year as shown in Figure 5d. 
We applied this methodology to larger taxonomic, spatial and temporal constraints as well. We 
created and published occurrence cubes at species level for Belgium and Italy (Oldoni et al., 
2020a) and the occurrence cubes for non-native taxa in Belgium and Europe (Oldoni et al., 
2020b). All these occurrence cubes are at year level and are based on EEA reference grids at 
1km scale. 
Notes 
Data, scripts and figures are open and available on GitHub: 
https://github.com/trias-project/occurrence-cube-paper 
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